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SUMMER PROGRAMME GUIDE

COLOUR MY WORLD



ACTOUT!
ART   &   DRAMA   CAMPS   (4 - 6.5YRS   &   6.5 - 12YRS)

Colour My World unique ActOUT! brings the best of two creative worlds: Art and Drama! In Drama, each 
week is a chance to meet new friends and express ourselves, finding stage confidence and building our way 
toward a showcase on Friday. In Visual Art, we’ll be drawing, painting, sculpting, cutting, sticking, pasting 
(and more!), flexing our creative muscles as we craft a unique piece of art to take home at the end of the 
week. To ensure everyone enjoys it equally, we divide into two age groups, 4-6.5yrs and 6 yrs 7 mths-12 yrs. 
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schedule   &   fees

Come fly with us to the weird and wacky world of 
superheroes! Creating our own superheroes based 
on the likes of Wonder Woman, The Flash, and The 
Incredibles, we begin an action-packed adventure, 
complete with cheesy superhero dialogue, hilarious 
costumes, movement, music, and flapping capes! 
Batman! Robin! Captain America! Through dramatic 
poses, and imaginary superpowers you will reinvent 
and reimagine your favourite superhero! Line art, 
doodles and pop art inspired painting – which hero 
will you choose?

up, up and away

ActOUT! runs from Monday to Friday with a mini-show on Friday (for both ages) at 12:00 noon.
9:15 AM-12:00 noon daily for 4-6.5 yrs, all inclusive fees $3,300

9:15 am - 12:15 pm daily for 6 yrs 7 mths-12 yrs, all inclusive fees $3,600.

23-27 Jul
IInspired by songs and scenes from Into the 
Woods, we journey deep amongst the trees 
to a wild world, exploring movement and 
music in a new woodland adventure featuring 
the same loveable characters. Looking to 
Surrealist artist Rene Magritte in Visual 
Art, you will draw and paint your favourite 
animal! But interchange its patterned skin 
with a vegetal pattern of your design!

INTO  THE  WILD
6-10 Aug

Let’s dance “Old Broadway” style, exploring jazz style movements 
and choreography to the tune of timeless musicals such as Chicago, 
A Chorus Line, and Guys and Dolls. Can’t sing? No Sweat! This 
week is all about the moves! Fairytales, puppetry and props! In 
Visual Art, you will experiment with shadow play and shadow 
sculpture whilst exploring light projection and shadow as 
an art medium! What will be happening in your theatre?

MOVIN'  &  SHAKIN'
11-15 Jun

Feeling blue? Summer looking a little grey? Orange you glad we’re here 
to help! Make your friends and family green with envy as you showcase 
a spectrum of splendid scenes and songs based around colour, exploring 
the rainbow of meanings in each hue. Mixing colours! Coloured 
transparencies and more! In Visual Art, you will explore paper 
crafts using a polychrome or monochrome colour wheel, including 
cutting and layering, as inspired by French artist Maud Vantours.

COLOUR  POP
9-13 Jul

Let’s dance “Old Broadway” style, exploring 
jazz style movements and choreography to the 
tune of timeless musicals such as Chicago, A 
Chorus Line, and Guys and Dolls. Can’t sing? 
No Sweat! This week is all about the moves! 
Fairytales, puppetry and props! In Visual 
Art, you will experiment with shadow play 
and shadow sculpture whilst exploring light 
projection and shadow as an art medium! 
What will be happening in your theatre?

MOVIN'  &  SHAKIN'
20-24 Aug



09:15 - 10:30

10:45 - 12:00

09:15 - 10:30

10:45 - 12:00

09:15 - 10:30

10:45 - 12:00

Minizine

Somewhere in my Memory

The Entrepreneur

It’s Raining Speech!

Four Inspirations

TED-Talks

Minizine The Entrepreneur Four Inspirations

Minizine The Entrepreneur Four Inspirations

Somewhere in my Memory

Somewhere in my Memory

It’s Raining Speech!

It’s Raining Speech!

TED-Talks

TED-Talks

Our creative writing and speech programmes are specially designed to cover critical skills, techniques and strategies 
for both written and spoken language in key areas of communication - boosting confidence and building independence!
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THE WRITER'S   CHOICE  / SPEAK   ALOUD
Creative   writing   &   Speech    CAMPS   (8- 12YRS)

Taking inspiration from four different sources 
and studying from famous voices, we take 
small steps into the world of poetry, studying the 
present moment, a piece of music, a memory 
and a newspaper. 

Using traditional Zine’s as inspiration we create 
our own exciting mini magazine on a topic of our 
choosing, finding fun facts online then practicing 
informative writing, layout skills and basic 
graphic design to bring our magazine to press!

Writing persuasively can make the difference 
between a successful start-up and a dreadful 
upstart. Propose, invent, market and design 
your own product, learning four different writing 
styles in the process.

FOUR   INSPIRATIONS
(Poetry)

MINIZINE
(Informative Writing)

THE   ENTREPRENEUR
(Persuasive Writing)

$2,650$2,650 $2,650

We look inwards for this personal-narratives based 
workshop. Using humour, anecdotes, and other 
techniques, we will learn how to structure & perform 
an interesting and compelling speech based on our 
own personal experiences, that’s sure to stand out! 

Learning how to script, prepare and perform in front 
of the camera is our focus in this fun and unique 
workshop! Presenting a range of material designed 
for short, on-air TV segments, including weather and 
the news, we’ll become seasoned pros in no time! 

An intensive performance-only workshop, in 
which focus will be placed on advanced skills and 
techniques including inflection, tonality, pace, pause, 
gesture and movement to deliver a professionally 
polished 1-2 minute stage presentation!  

Somewhere  in  my  memory
(Personal Narratives, Speech-Writing)

IT'S   RAINING   SPEECH!
(Reporting, Presentation, Digital Media)

TED-TALKS
(Public Speaking, Presentation Skills)

$2,650$2,650 $2,650

THE   WRITER'S   CHOICE

SPEAK   ALOUD

SPECIAL   OFFER:    DOUBLE    THE    FUN    WITH    OUR   speech + writing   COMBO    DEAL   FOR    $4,200!

WRITING WORKSHOP WRITING WORKSHOP WRITING WORKSHOP

SPEECH WORKSHOP SPEECH WORKSHOP SPEECH WORKSHOP



LIGHTS, CAMERA, ACTION METROPOLIS

LIGHTS, CAMERA, ACTIONREFLECTION/INTROSPECTION

METROPOLIS

METROPOLIS

REFLECTION / INTROSPECTION

REFLECTION / INTROSPECTION

LIGHTS, CAMERA, ACTION

TIME AND TIME AGAIN

TIME AND TIME AGAIN

TIME AND TIME AGAIN

19-22 JUNE

3-6 JULY

16-19 JULY

30, 31 JUL 1,2 AUG

13-16 AUG

27-30 AUG

9:00am - 3:00pm*

*(inc.  30  min lunch  break :
 please bring packed lunch)

WORKSHOP TIMES:

    Daily x 2 Days

Folktales and fables from the farthest cultures combine into one diverse 
jumble of a production, all in the hands of the students! Participants will be 
working together to write, direct, design and star in their own show. What 
new stories will emerge from their collective imaginations?  

These NEW Drama Festivals focus on advanced performance values and theatre skills designed for those 
who would enjoy working together like a mini theatre company. With a thematic focus on script-writing, 
directing and stage-performance, participants will have complete control over their final production, learning 
the essentials of professional theatre from the inside out!
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DRAMA   FESTIVALS
8-12 YEARS

METROPOLIS
(Folk-tales & Storytelling)

Let’s begin… at the ending! Participants form their own short-term theatre 
company, where they write, direct and star in a confounding ‘Whodunnit?’ 
mystery that keeps the audience in the dark until the very end. Are you 
quick enough to work it out? 

TIME  AND  TIME  AGAIN
(Mystery Theatre)

A snippet of a joke we heard once, a slice of our childhood, a phrase 
our parents used to say… Over two days we pull our own experiences 
together into a production, working together to decide on the plotline, 
direction and movement of our memories.

REFLECTION/INTROSPECTION
(Personal Stories & Biographies)

This festival with a difference focuses on the dramatic effect of lighting 
in theatre. By experimenting with light and shadow, using spotlights, 
projection, shadow play and mime, we’ll develop a movement and speech 
production based solely on our own creative process. 

LIGHTS,  CAMERA,  ACTION
(Shadow Theatre)

SPECIAL   OFFER:    DOUBLE    THE    FUN    WITH    OUR   4-DAY   COMBO    DEAL   FOR    $5,600!

$3,300$3,300

$3,300 $3,300

2-DAY ADVANCED WORKSHOP 2-DAY ADVANCED WORKSHOP

2-DAY ADVANCED WORKSHOP2-DAY ADVANCED WORKSHOP



TIME AND TIME AGAIN

REFLECTION / INTROSPECTION

METROPOLIS

TIME AND TIME AGAIN

19-22 JUNE

3-6 JULY

16-19 JULY

30, 31 JUL 1,2 AUG

13-16 AUG

27-30 AUG

METROPOLIS

LIGHTS, CAMERA, ACTION

9:15am - 12:15pm
WORKSHOP TIMES:

Daily x 4 Mornings

We are premiering our NEW Arts Festivals this summer. Each week we explore two thematic projects side 
by side with two specialist facilitators. Progress made in one project will directly complement the other, 
giving valuable insight into the application of newly learned skills and creative direction, and leading to the 
production of two complementary artworks. A creative week like no other!
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ARTS   FESTIVALS
8-12 YEARS

Which city have you always dreamed of travelling to? Join ‘Metropolis’ 
to experience cultures, cultural outfits and diversity. Travel through the 
landscape of your mind as you draw, design and form a large scale World 
City in illustration. While, in Textiles depict a literal pathway with nails 
and thread, creating an individual architectural piece. 

METROPOLIS
(Illustration, Textile)

Draw, record and draw again! Come and join a creative workshop where 
you will study the quality of Time, as you record your work progress as 
it develops. You will take home a Mechanical Drawing and a 3D Con-
struction along with a Stop Motion Animation of your chosen topic! 
With a camera close-at-hand, you will draw, design and document!

TIME  AND  TIME  AGAIN
(Mechanical Drawing, 3D Construction, Stop-motion Animation)

Portraiture and painting! Inspired by the exhibition ‘UNFINISHED-Thoughts 
left visible’ (MET, 2016, New York), this workshop will see two different kinds of 
painted portraits. The outcome will have two different styles; one Finished/
Unfinished, and the other exploring the coexistence of figuration and 
abstraction. How will you translate the notion of reflection and introspection 
in two distinct visual languages?

REFLECTION/INTROSPECTION
(Figuration, Abstractionism, Painting)

Casting shadows and photo vision! Taking inspiration from Japanese 
artist Kumi-Yamashita and French artist Christian Boltanski, who create 
light and shadow sculptures from everyday objects, you will explore a 
variation of silhouettes! You will also consider projected profiles, montage, 
and collage! Come and project your vision!

LIGHTS,  CAMERA,  ACTION
(Conceptual Art, Shadow Sculpture)

MON - THU  

$4,200 $4,400

$4,400 $4,200



Spend  a  fun  and relaxing afternoon making enjoyable and creative tidbits - fun sculpture, mixed media 
painting and crafts - whilst learning the basics in a variety of materials!
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Design and create animal caricature por-
traits in the style of illustrator and author 
Chris Haughton! Alternative colour palettes 
and bold composition will set you on your 
way to being a modern caricature designer! 

Try a ‘continuous line drawing’ in the style of 
Paul Klee. Learn to work with texture using 
oil pastel and acrylic on a wood panel! Come 
and create a surreal mixed media masterpiece!

Re-design your favourite toy! Inspired by 
Chuck Close, you will develop your fine 
motor skills as you design funky patterns 
and vibrant swirls inside gridded squares. 
Will your object be seen or disguised?

SPECIALISED   ART   WORKSHOP

4 - 6.5 yrs

Create your own eye-boggling activity book! Learn 
about composition, repetition in design elements 
and colour combination! You will create your own 
stamps and disguise your own ‘Where’s Wally’ 
character! What form will your phenomenon take?

WHERE'S WALLY?
(Illustration, Printmaking)

caricature   designer!
(Animal Caricature, Painting)

PAUL   KLEE'S   CONTOURS
(Acrylic, Oil Pastel, Portraiture)

LINE   UP   YOUR   TOYS!
(Art & Design, Wax Crayon, Ink Pen)

$2,050$2,050 $1,850

$1,850

1:30 - 2:45 OR 3:30 - 4:45 Daily
(except Pre-Summer Weeks)

Pick Either Slot or Join Both to get a 5% Discount!
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Sculpt a clay bird suspended on a wooden 
stand in monotone, earthy colours. Wrapping 
newspaper to create your bird armature, you will 
learn the essentials of clay sculpting and colour 
burnishing! Make a paradise bird to fly home with! 

Hoot Hoot! What animal comes out at night? You 
will take home terracotta owls decorated with 
paint that you can hang on a tree! Moulding and 
carving a clay relief, with a range of specialist 
tools are just a few techniques to excel in.

Where do fishes swim? In the sea! This year you will 
create a fish flying in the sky along with the summer 
breeze! Design a koinobori flag and learn about its 
history as you explore watercolour and printmaking!

A one of a kind hanging dream catcher! Using Joan Miro’s 
iconic biomorphic forms, enigmatic symbols and great 
labyrinth of colours that reflect his interest in dreams for 
our inspiration, we will create bold expressive characters, 
interesting shapes or handmade objects to hang! 

BOLD    DREAMS
(Dream Catcher, 3D, Design)

QUIRKY BEAKS
(Wire, Clay Sculpture)

TERRACOTTA   OWLERY
(Clay Relief, Painting)

FLAG   FISHING
(Crafts, Textile)

Pick any of our afternoon workshops if you simply want to spend some time focusing on getting better in your 
craftsmanship. Whether it’s painting, drawing and illustrating, sculpting, textiles or decorative arts, we do it all!

specialist   art   workshops

7 yEARS+

$2,050 $2,050 $2,050

$1,850

1:30 - 3:00 OR 3:30 - 5:00 Daily
(except Pre-Summer Weeks)

Pick Either Slot or Join Both to get a 5% Discount!



specialist   art   workshops

7 yEARS+

Try your skill with a palette knife! Looking to old 
masters such as Cézanne, you will design and 
create an expansive picturesque landscape using 
oils. Experimenting with thick textural paint, you 
will learn their skills but make your painting new!

Classic still life elements and a warm colour 
palette! Come and explore masterworks by 
Scottish Colourist Samuel John Peploe. Develop 
your acrylic painting techniques and design your 
still life objects; will it be jugs, pears, or flowers? 
Create your own painting in a modern and 
captivating style!

A call to all book lovers! Come and create a 
book jacket based on your own profile! Explore 
diverse techniques of drafting with graphite 
pencil and display yourself becoming immersed 
into the world of your all-time favourite book! 
Create a fantastical photo manipulation that 
blends realism with your imaginative design.

into   the   distance
(Oil, Texture, Landscape)

SCOTTISH   COLOURISTS
(Acrylic, Still Life)

LITERAL   IMMERSION
(Graphite Drawing, Digital)
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Try your hand at  illustrative journalism and learn creative 
ways of representing the world around you! With graphite 
pencil and ink pen in hand, you will observe and document 
your surrounding environment, creating captivating drawings 
and  text, when combined, produce a news-worthy work of art! 

ILLUSTRATIVE   JOURNALISM
(Pencil Sketching, Ink)

Take inspiration from the American fine art 
photographer Christopher Boffoli and his 
‘Big Appetites’ photo series, expressing 
his love for sweet treats in his creation of 
food miniatures. We will make our favourite 
dessert as a 3D painted sculpture from 
clay, playing with scale and proportion!

Inspired by Antoni Gaudi’s architectural facades, 
you will create a round plaster sculpture with 
decorative contours and intricate patterns. 
Learn reduction techniques as you use 
specialized tools under professional guidance. 
Carve sweeping curves, hollows and rounds to 
create a decorative ornament or centerpiece! 

Go in a circle but don’t lose your head, as 
you design colourful discs with a range of 
yarns, thread, fabric and string! Explore 
circular weaving techniques such as the 
elementary twill weave, as you create 
different patterns and warp your threads! 

FOOD   MINIATURES
(3D Sculpture, Mixed Media)

MASTER   PLASTER!
(Plaster, 3D)

TACTILE   DOUGHNUT
(Textile, Weaving)

Come and construct your very own graffiti-inspired 
graphic relief! Taking inspiration from artist  Alex Yanes, 
design your own characters and create your own 
patterns! In a city filled with personalities and movements, 
let your vibrantly bold artwork take centre stage!

WONDERWALL
(Graffiti, Decorative Arts)

$2,650 $2,650 $2,650

$2,650

$2,350 $2,350 $2,650

$2,650



16-19 JUL OR  27-30 AUG 23-26 JUL  

ART   IN   PRACTICE
13  YEARS+

For art enthusiasts who are considering Art for GCSE, A-Levels, IGCSE or IB; or who simply enjoy being 
stretched artistically. Art in Practice is open to any participants who want to strengthen their skills or build on 
their portfolio, or explore a theme through open-end self-enquiry. Each week focuses on a specialist artist/
art-form to bring you in-depth knowledge and understanding of the techniques and styles used as we guide 
you through various artistic decisions and partways to create portfolio-worthy pieces to take home. 

Perspectives! Architectural design and intersecting 
spaces! Learning from contemporary German painter 
David Schnell you will create a colourful geometric 
landscape. You will include man-made architectural 
elements that pierce into natural space, as you 
learn about two point perspective and composition.

GEOMETRIC    LANDSCAPE
(Acrylic, Architecture, David Schnell)

MON -THU    1:30-4:30PM
3-6 JUL (TUE - FRI) 9-12 JUL  OR  20-23 AUG

Get a chance to work as an editorial illustrator! Picking from 
a variety of news-stories, you will come up with your very own 
idea for a conceptual image that represents the topic of your 
chosen article. Delving into your personal wit, humour and 
creative mind, you will learn how to produce an illustration 
that is both visually stunning and ready for publishing!

CONCEPTUALIZING   THE   NEWS
(Editorial Illustration)

Design and create your own stunning “papercraft” scene 
using Adobe Illustrator and Adobe Photoshop, with realistic 
shadows, textures and scene depth to mimic a realistic 
papercraft illustration. In Adobe After Effects, learn how to 
apply a simple mesh and puppet pins to bring your paper 
scene into life, complete with camera angles, sound effects 
and a professional intro and outro animated video cover! 

PHOTOSHOP  papercraft
(Vector Illustration, Photo Manipulation, Digital Animation)

Inspired by Magnus Plessen’s new collages exhibited 
at White Cube Gallery, you will look at the way historical 
events or literary accounts are commented on and revisited 
in an artwork. You will select a book, a newspaper article 
or a film that will prompt your ‘narrative’ for a collage-
painting! Manipulating images to create an interesting 
layered composition will be the focus of this week!         

NARRATIVE   COLLAGE
(Photocollage, Mixed Media)

$6,000 $5,400

$6,000$5,400
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Inspired by the work of German artist Birgit Dieker, 
this workshop will give you a sense of freedom and 
extravaganza as you work on a volume with fabrics! Your 
tactile work will explore both form construction and layers, 
as well as the idea of inside out. Come! Bring heaps of 
discarded clothes to recycle them into a funky sculpture!    

TACTILE SCULPTURE
(Textile)

Come and manipulate clay, plaster and wire to find out what 
form could emerge from this process-based workshop! Inspired 
by Renato Bertelli’s ‘continuous profile’, contemporary artist 
Tony Cragg  has extensively explored and expanded the 
Futurist concepts of movement and speed, combining ‘hard 
but apparently soft, upright yet collapsing, dynamic and yet 
immobile’ (The Observer). Based on these ideas you will 
manipulate various media and stretch them in time and space.

Sculpture    DYNAMIC
(3D Construction, Mixed Media)

30, 31 JUL, 1,2 AUG 6-9 AUG

13-16 AUG

Inspired by Amédée Ozenfant and the Purism 
movement, this painting project will follow the 
return to the clear, precise, ordered forms that were 
expressive of the modern machine age. Come 
and follow this path to create a painting, where 
composition and colour scheme will be prominent 
in the expression of a subject. The challenge will 
be to adapt your work to the concern of our time!

CRYSTAL   CLEAR
(Painting)

$5,400$6,000

$5,400

TO ENROL IN OUR SUMMER WORKSHOPS:
Please fill out the Summer 2018 enrolment form (enclosed) 

and return to Colour My World.

FOR FURTHER ENQUIRIES:
Call: 2580.5028 or 

Email: info@colour-my-world.com

ART   IN   PRACTICE   13   YEARS+    (continued)



enrolment  form
(PLEASE   FILL   OUT   IN   BLOCK   CAPITALS)

Colour My World reserve the right to use photographs, videos and/or sound recordings of our workshop 
participants and their artwork, performances and classes, for curriculum design and/or promotional purposes, 
unless otherwise informed by parents in writing.

 Kindly complete this enrolment and return it with full payment to “Colour My World”.
 
 Places will only be reserved upon receipt of full payment.
 Please use a fresh enrolment form for each child.

Child’s Name: ______________________________________      Birth Date: ______________ (dd/mm/yyyy) 

 

                (Last name)      (First name)

 

Sex: ______              Nationality: ______________________               School:   ___________________________

Parent’s/Guardian’s Name:  ______________________________________________________________________

Address:   ______________________________________________________________________________________

Telephone: ________________________     E-mail: ___________________________________________________ 
   
Name of Workshop:       Date:            Time:   Fee:

____________________________________________      ___________      _________                   __________  
                    
____________________________________________      ___________      _________                    __________

____________________________________________      ___________       _________                   __________

         
                    Total due: _____________ 

 

                                          

        Parent’s / Guardian’s signature:  _________________________

Room 108-110, 
1/F Aberdeen Marina Tower, 
8 Shum Wan Road, Hong Kong

Phone: 2580.5028

Email: info@colour-my-world.com
www.colour-my-world.com


